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A theoretical analysis of sound propagation in cylindrical ducts lined with porous material {bulk 
absorbers) is presented. Three configurations are discussed. (1) The porous material is 
homogeneous; then the sound field is built up of modes. (2) The properties of the liner vary slowly 
in an axial direction. A pure modal solution is, in general, not possible, but the field can be 
described by mod•s of the homogeneous liner, of which the amplitudes and wavenumbers vary in 
an axial direction slowly with the liner (multiple scale solution). (3) The porous material is 
embedded in an annular structure of partitions. For structural reasons this is a common situation. 
If the pitch of the partitions is small, the sound field in the liner is, per circumferential mode, 
decoupled from the duct field, and its effect can be described acoustically by an impedance (per 
circumferential mode}. This "quasi-point-reacting" boundary condition may be easily 
incorporated in calculation procedures for ducts with locally reacting lining. 

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Bi 
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INTRODUCTION 

One of the central problems in engineering duct acous- 
tics is how to reduce the noise level in a duct. A usual ap- 
proach is to apply some sort of lining of acoustically absorb- 
ing material. The question is then to specify the liner which 
produces the maximum damping for a given duct, incoming 
sound field, and type of liner. If these problem parameters 
are known in sufficient detail, and allow a mathematical 
treatment, we can calculate the sound field and hence pre- 
dict the best liner. 

Paper prepared for presentation at the 106th Meeting of the Acoustical 
Society of America, 7-11 November 1983, at San Diego, CA. 

Whether or not a mathematical calculation is possible 
depends, among other things, on the type of liner. Well 
known is the honeycomb array of air-filled Helmholtz reson- 
ators, e.g., in many aircraft turbo engines. • The advantages 
of this type of lining are a lightweight, solid structure, and 
mathematically that it is locally reacting and can be repre- 
sented by an effective impedance of the wall. A disadvantage 
is its limited frequency range: the damping capacity of the 
resonator quickly diminishes for off-design frequencies. 
Therefore, a lining consisting of a layer of porous material 
{bulk absorber) is sometimes to be preferred since its proper- 
ties are much less frequency dependent. 2 However, the effect 
of the liner cannot be described anymore by an effective im- 
pedance, since acoustic waves in the liner also propagate 
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parallel to the wall, and the duct and liner fields are essential- 
ly coupled. Nevertheless, for simple duct geometries {like a 
cylinder) and homogeneous, isotropic material it is still pos- 
sible to describe the sound field relatively easily by a modal 
expansion, as was shown in the classical paper of Scott. 3 The 
modes are those waveforms which exist in both the duct and 

the liner, retaining their form as they travel along the duct 
with constant axial wavenumber and decay ratio. Another 
approach, as discussed by Bauer, 4 is to consider an array of 
Hclmholtz resonators, filled with porous material. Then the 
liner is again locally reacting, and its acoustic properties can 
bc described by an effective impedance. 

In the present paper we will extend these possibilities to 
theoretically describe the sound field in an infinite cylindrical 
duct with bulk-absorbent li•ing with the following two con- 
figurations: (1) a liner of which the properties of the porous 
material vary slowly (relative to the acoustic wavelength) in 
axial direction; (2) a liner consisting of a segmented structure 
of annular partitions, with a small pitch, filled with porous 
material. 

The field with the slowly varying liner will be described 
by a multiple scale solution 5 of slowly varying "constant- 
liner" modes. This configuration may be considered as a gen- 
eralization of the classic, homogeneous liner problem, 3 
which we will therefore briefly discuss as well. The geometry 
with annular partitions arises naturally from structural con- 
straints, especially in flow ducts with considerable axial 
pressure gradients. Although now the duct field and liner 
field cannot be decoupled in general, wc will show that this is 
possible per circumferential mode, giving rise to an effective, 
circumferential periodicity-dependent impedance. 

The model for sound waves in porous material that our 
calculations arc based on can be found in Nayfeh et al., • or 
Morse and Ingard. 2 In here (and in addition, in Ingard 6) a 
more thorough discussion can be found on the various phys- 
ical backgrounds. The porous material is essentially as- 
sumed to be described by its porosity, resistivity, effective 
density, and effective sound speed, all of which arc frequency 
dependent. To complete the modeling a perforate plate is 
assumed on top of the porous material. Its thickness is negli- 
gible, while its presence will be described mathematically by 
an impedance, assuming a continuous velocity. Traditional- 
ly, such a perforate is acoustically open to utilize the porous 
material as much as possible, but it is included in the present 
theory, as an additional degree of freedom which can be tak- 
en advantage of. 

r 

__ I 8 / x-axis 

uc 
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L 

FIG. 1. Homogeneous liner configuration. 

O•r•<a: 

kop + poV.v = O, 

iOpoV + vp = o, p = ½op, (1) 
a•r•b: 

iro•2p + po•.V = 0 

(iof + a)v + = 0, = (2) 
whcrcp, p, and v denote pe•urbation density, pr•sure, •d 
velocity, while Po and Co denote mean valu• of density and 
sound speed; •, a, p,, and c•, ch•acte•ing the •rous 
material, stand for •rosity, resistivity, eff•tive density, •d 
effective (complex) speed of sound, r•tivcly. Note •at, . 
in general, these material p•meters •c frequency dean- 
dent; a co•ect time domain version offs. (2) will therefore 
involve •nvolution intcgr•s. 

The d•d wall implies a •unda• •ndition of v•ish- 
ing radial velocity at r = b, so 

p(x,b,O) = 0. (3) 
The •fforatcd cylinder at r = a is •sumed'to induce a pr•- 
sure jump linear in the continuous, r•i• vel•ity, with a 
complex factor Z. •is implies then 

z p(x,a -- ,• ) -- p(x,a + ,• ) = iwpo •r 
• p(x,a -- ,O ) = • • p(x,a + ,O ), (4) 

where 

I. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

ConSider in the polar cylindrical COOrdinate system 
(x,r,O) the duct r = b. The rigid walls are lined with a layer 
a<r<b of isotropic porous material (bulk-reacting liner) of 
thickness d = b - a, with a perforat e plate at the interface 
r = a. The medium in the duct is perturbed by sound waves, 
varying harmonically in time with (positivel circular fre- 
quency ro through a factor exp(kot ). (This factor will be sup- 
pressed throughout.) These waves are described by 

SLOWLY VARYING PERFORATE COVER PLATE- 

SLowLY VARYING P0 ax•s 

FIG. 2. Configuration of slowly varying liner. 
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RIGI0 ANNULAR PARTITIONS 

POROUS MATERIAL ..•-a xis 
PERFORATE COVER PLAT 

FIG. 3. Liner configuration with annular partitions. 

Note that the perforate plate is acoustically open ff Z = 0. 
From this basis we will discuss in the following sections three 
configurations: 

(1) The porous material is homogeneous, without seg- 
mented structure or partitioning (Fig. 1). This is the classical 
situation, and we will give here, for reference, a review of the 
established results, 3 appropriately generalized, and includ- 
ing a perforate cover plate. 

(2) The properties of the porous material vary slowly in 
the axial direction (Fig, 2). To quantify this we introduce a 
small parameter ß (a typical axial acoustic wavelength/a 
typical length for order one variations of the material), and 
assume/2, a,p,, c,, •', and Z to be explicitly a function of ßx. 

(3) The (homogeneous) porous material is embedded in 
a segmented rigid structure of annular shape at a<r<b, 
x = IL, where l ..... --2,- 1,0,1,2 .... (Fig. 3). This axial 
partitioning is represented in the model as a boundary condi- 
tion of vanishing normal velocity, implying 

.p(IL,r,O)=O, 'a<r<b, 1 ..... - 1,0,1 ..... 
3x 

The problem considered is that of small L, relative to 
the acoustic wavelength. 

II. HOMOGENEOUS POROUS MATERIAL 

In this section we will briefly review the solution in the 
form of a modal expansion of the sound field, to obtain a 
convenient reference for the next section on slowly varying 
material. Combining Eqs. (1) gives the Helmhoitz equation 
forp 

(V 2 + k 2}p = 0, O<r<a, (5) 
where k = o)/Co; similarly Fxts. (2) yield 

(72 + pZ)p = O, a<r<b, (6) 
where p = (•o/c,} (/2/•) m, with the sign of the complex 
square root chosen such that Re p > 0 and Imp < 0, which 
makes the plane wave exp( - ipx) propagating in positive x 
direction. 

The circular geometry allows a description in circum- 
ferential modes 

p(x,r,• ) = • pm(X,r)e- im o. (7) 

Furthermore, each mode p='can be built up from radial 
modes [this can be proved by constructing a solution forp. 
via Fourier transformation in x; the resulting Fourier inte- 
gral can be evaluated as an infinite sum of residues (modes)], 
resulting in 

p=(x,r) = • '•4•.Jm(a•.r)exo( - iy•.x), (0<r<a), 
(8) 

p=(x,r)= • ' Bmn[Jm(J•mnr)Y•n(•rnnb) 
-- Ym•mngV•mn b )] 

•V(-- iym. x), (a<r<b), 
where d. •d Y= denote ruth order B•sel f•ctions7; a 
m•e with n > 0 is right •g, •d with n < 0 left •g, 
n = 0 •g cxcludM. •c wavcnum• •, a, •d fi •c re- 
lat• by dis•ion relations, w•c •mb•ation of the •ter- 
fa• •up•g •nditions yields an equation • a andfi, w•ch 
is the cig•v•uc •tion in •, with • •te •t of solu- 
tions y..: 

•=k2__a2 =p2__fi2, (9) 

(r) = (aa) z 

•a)Y•O)- 
• •u•e, •ch •up•g •ndition •one pro•d• an •- 
rion for the amp•tude: 

Substitution oftbe de•g se• ofJ• •d 
• is a meromo•c •ncfion (anal•ic eve•here ex•pt for 
i•la• •1•) of • (or a 2, or • 2). So we may msme 

•.,. = _ •.,_•. 

From rhe physics otthe problem it foUows that the eigenv•- 
u• •. •e found in Re •>0, Im Z<0, for n>0, •d 
Re • < 0, Im • > 0, for n < 0. To ob• symmet• • the •is 
functions of left •d right •nning m•, it is appropriate to 
de•e a •d • with the following p•cip• brach •e 
t•Is: 

a = k (1 -- •/k 
• = •(1 - r/•)';•(1 + •/•)m, 

implying that a•,• = a., _., •.,• = fi•, _ .. •site v•- 
u• ofa•,. and•,. may fo•ally be include, but they 
not relat• to other modes. 

Since usually in applications the layer of•rom mateft- 
al is relatively thin, it may be useful to note that For d/a• 
the eigenv•u• a are •ven by 

f( (,la) a•,a•j.. 1 --• 1 
for the first few ns, when •d is small, •d 
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for higher n, when fid> 0 (1) (and Z • O).j•,.. denotes the nth 
zero of J•,. 

III. POROUS MATERIAL OF SLOWLY VARYING 
PROPERTIES 

In this section we will derive a multiple scale solution 
(see, e.g., Nayfeh 5) of the present problem with porous mate- 
rial of properties, slowly v•irying in the axial direction. To 
this end, we introduce a small, dimensionless parameter e, 
such that the material parameters depend only on the combi- 
nation ex: [2 = [2 (ex), • = •ex), Pe = Pe (6x), Ce = Ce (ex), 
Z = Z (ex), • = • (ex), and p = p(ex). This means that they 
show order one variations with order one variations of 
Introduce for convenience the "slow variable" X = •x. The 

solution procedure is to decouple fast, acoustic variations in 
x from the slow variations in X. So locally, a wave will be 
describable as a modal sum like in the previous section, but 
on the slower scale amplitudes (and eigenvalues) will vary 
with X. The crux is then to find an equation in X alone, 
describing these variations. 

Inside the duct O•r<a we have again Eq. (5); in the 
layer, however, combination of Eqs. (2) results in 

v2p + +2p = 0. (12) 
Assume a modelike waveform 

p(x,r,O , = P.{X,r,exp( - im O - iß-l fX•z}dz), {13, 
where P and y are functions to be determined. Substitution in 
Eqs. (5) and (12) we obtain for P 

P. + (1/r•P, -- (m2/r•)P + (k • -- 

= iß(yxP + 2yPx) -- c•Pxx '(O<r•a), (14) 
P,, + (1/r)P, -- (me/r•)P + • -- •)P 

= iß{ [Yx + Y{•x/• )]P + 2rPx} 
-- •[Pxx + (gx/g}Px] (a<r<b). (15) 

As an analogy the slow effects can be considered to act as a 
weak source. With respect to the left-hand sides, we observe 
a great similarity with the previous section, which indeed is a 
useful reference. We will use therefore the same symbols to 
define •,•(X ) = k • -- ct•(X ) = p•(X ) -- f fi(X ). Furthermore, 
to obtain a right-hand side equal in Eqs. 04} and (15}, it is 
convenient to define •--•1 in O<r<a. We proceed by assum- 
ing the expansion in ß 

P (X,r,ß) = PolX, r) + eP,IX, r) + .... 06} 

Substitution in Eqs. {14) and {15), and equating all like pow- 
ers of ß, we obtain 

-•'{Po} = 0, (17} 

= i(rx + r ;x/;)Po + 2irPox 

(etc.) {•x =0 for 0<r<a), where the operator •' is defined in 
O<r<a as 

•, = a = 1 8 + a={x)_- .r 
and similarly, with f substituted for a, in a<r<b. 

Boundary and interface conditions are to be applied to 

each • Po, P1 ..... of Ps expansion. The solution of Eq. (17) 
is then [analogous to Eqs. (8)] 

Po(X,r) = A (X)J• (at) {0<r<a), 

---- B (X ) [ Jr. (•r) r • (•b ) 

-- Y,•(•r)J•(•b)] (a<r<b), (19) 
where 7(X ) is a solution of E [y(X),X ] = 0, continuous in X 
[say, y = y,•.(X)], and B(X) =A (XJD,•. (X) [see Eqs. (9)- 
{10)], thus Xis acting as a parameter. Observe that the multi- 
plicative "constant" (in r) A (X) is still unknown; it has to be 
determined, more or less indirectly, from the conditions that 
Po must be such that Eq. (18) has a solution P•. It appears 
that this solvability condition is just sufficient to determine A, 
and, moreover, it is possible to settle the equation forA with- 
out 9xplidtly solving F-Xl. (18}. This is established by multi- 
plying left-and right-hand side of Eq. (18) with •rP• and 
integrate to r from 0 to b: integration by parts and applica- 
tion of the boundary and interface conditions then yields 

and so 

Fortunately, these remaining integrals can be evaluated ex- 
plidfly in analytic form (using some properties of Bessel 
functions?), to give 

O= d A 2y 1-- aa) • 
dX 

a (x)Ylx). 1o) 

Hens, 

• (x} = • (o}•(o)/f(x)]'n (21) 
w•ch •mpl•t• •e de•fiption of a slowly v•g "m•e" 
to l•d•g order. Evidently, •gher order •ections •e • 
principle •ssible but the pr•ent one is of •urse the most 
significant. 

IV. ANNULAR PARTITIONING WITH SMALL PITCH 

In this section we will discuss the problem of a sound 
field scattered by a segmented rigid structure of annular par- 
titions in which the porous material is embedded. The diffi- 
cult general problem will not be solved, but rather the behav- 
ior for a small pitch will be investigated. 

The relevant equations here are again (5) and (6), but 
now with the extra boundary condition 

8 
p(x = lL,r,O ) = 0 

for a•r•b and l ..... -- 1,0,1 .... [and, to be complete, the 
(so-called), edge condition, usual in diffraction problems, of 
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a square root behavior ofp near the edges x = IL, r = a]. 
The geometry considered allows, as before, a circumfer- 

ential expansion in 0 

p(x,r,O ) = • •, , (x,r• - 
m 

Inside the porous material, between the rigid partitions 
x = 1L andx = {1 + 1)L, we may write 

p,n(X,r}= • 
- ¾.(•..r)J;,lX.b }], (22} 

where a<r<b, and A. = •2 _ (•rn/œ )211/•. Note that the 
I 

• +1• ctt + lm '• (';it J,(ita)Y;,,(itb ) - Y,,,{p.a)J = •ub ) i•po') p,,(x,a -- )dx ---- JtL •rrPa(x,a -- )dr J ;6ua)Y;(itb ) -- 

The averaged field quantities of Eq. (23) do not approximate 
the field locally along r = a, since near the edges the diffract- 
ed waves vary rapidly. However, the region of influence of 
the edges is only of order L, so slightly away from the inter- 
face the duct field is axially approximately constant, and 
equal to the averaged value. Thus we may write Eq. (23) in 
the form of an (m-dependent) impedance for an m mode of 
the duct field. At IL = x we have 

= z - 

J •, •a} Y•, (itb } -- Y • (ita)J L Lb i 

where om is the m component of the radial velocity. 
Since a liner is usually designed as thin as possible, it 

may be useful to note that foritd-.0 (but d),L } (25) takes the 
form 

pm (x,a}•, -- impo l -- •d)- 1. (26) 
Clearly, the liner is point reacting in the axial direction, but 
is really of the "bulk type" circumferentially. However, the 
equivalent impedance boundary condition makes any calcu- 
lation method for cylindrical ducts with locally reacting lin- 
ing applicable to ducts with the present type 6f lining. More- 
over, since we only used the circumferential periodicity of 
the duct field, the present analysis is equally valid for ducts 
with (axial) mean flow and other similar variations of the 
mean medium. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Some problems of sound propagation in cylindrical 
ducts with a lining of porous material have been discussed 
theoretically. Apart from a review of the modal solution for a 
homogeneous liner, analytical solutions for two configura- 
tions have been derived: for a liner whose properties vary 
slowly in the axial direction, and for a liner of porous materi- 
al embedded in a rigid struetur• of annular partitions with a 
small pitch. 

edge condition requires a certain behavior of B•,,t for n--} oo. 
Via Fourier cosine series expansion in x the coupling 

conditions at ß = a enable us to relate the coefficients B,,,,,t to 
the Fourier coefficients of p,, {x,a -- ) and (8/3rio, (x,a -- ). 
Together with an expression of the duct field, this forms an 
infinite system of integral equations, which solution is ap- 
parently very difficult to find. Instead we will concentrate on 
the limit ItL--}0 (say, •L I •rr}. Then the modes n•O in the 
liner are exponentially damped in r direction, and do not 
contribute very much to the field, except near the interface 
ß = a. So for not too smalld ( = b -- a) the duct field is mainly 
coupled to the only cut-on {m} mode n = 0, and we can re- 
strict use to the equations 

(23) 

(24) 

I 
The problem of the varying liner has been solved by 

using the (so-called) multiple scale technique. The solution is 
built up from modelike solutions with slowly varying ampli- 
tude and axial wavenumber. Remarkably, the (leading order) 
equations could be integrated explictly, giving a solution 
practically in analytic form (only the eigenvalue equation 
has to be solved for each axil position). Although the practi- 
cal possibilities have to be subject to further study, it is evi- 
dent that the extra degree of freedom will enable a designer, 
in principle at least, to increase the damping capacities of a 
liner. 

-The problem of the liner with annular partitions of 
small pitch has been solved by realizing that in a liner section 
only the lowest order of a circumferential (m) mode is able to 
propagate. This allows, per m, a decoupling of the liner field 
and duct field, to obtain effectively a quasilocally reacting 
liner whose properties are described by an m-dependent im- 
pedance. So for an arbitrary sound field with several rn-com- 
ponents the liner has properties inbetween locally and nonlo- 
cally reacting. At the same time any calculation procedure 
for sound propagation in ducts which employs a circumfer- 
ential expansion of the sound field, and designed for ducts 
with locally reacting liners is immediately applicable to lin- 
ers of the present type. 
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